Assignment 2

Due on 2020-02-12, 23:59 EST.

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed.

For your records, you have not submitted this assignment.

1. Why in Mary Wollstonecraft’s opinion do women rarely attend to anything with the same “degree of exactness” that men do?
   - Women's brains work differently.
   - Women are not as educated as men.
   - Women lack training and opportunity that men receive.
   - Women lack the leisure to attend to anything.
   - Women have a different role.
   Accepted Answers:
   
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   
   2. In Tom Paine's The Rights of Man, he claims that in a country in which despotism has been established for long, despotism resists...
   - The research which is in power
   - The subjects of the monarchy
   - All officers and inhabitants of the country
   - Members of the royal family
   - The beauty of the country
   Accepted Answers:
   
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   
   3. In Wordsworth's "Composed Upon a Westminister Bridge", what is the quality of the city of London that makes it a touching and majestic sight?
   - The incalculable beauty of the people
   - The idea of achievement and distinction in the early hours of the morning
   - The business of the city, showing in the morning
   - The beauty of the Thames at sunset
   Accepted Answers:
   
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   
   4. What is Shenstone's point about the unacknowledged legislations of the world, what function does he play for poetry?
   - Expressive
   - Exegetical
   - Poetic
   - Romantic
   - Critical
   Accepted Answers:
   
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   
   5. "What, will it be questioned? When the Sun rises, do you not see a round disk of the sometitless like a Guinea?" O yes, no. I see an immovable company of the heavenly train moving truly, truly into the Lord's Ark: Rightly I question not any Corporal or Vegetative eye any more than I would Question a window consisting of light; look there! is not and not it?"
   - A general appearance of nature's wisdom
   - Amazed by nature's invisible forms
   - An active, imaginative presence
   - A passive observer of nature's splendor
   Accepted Answers:
   
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   
   6. Which of these could be said to be a characteristic of a view of sensibility?
   - A sense of propriety
   - A poetic display of emotion
   - High emotional sensibility
   - A clear upper lip
   Accepted Answers:
   
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   
   7. What does taste from Bacon's "Lauders", what is the function of light?
   - The taste of real meat.
   - Taste of light in meat's respect.
   - Perception of a colorless, monotonous nature.
   - Sensibility of a habit of thought.
   - Aesthetic contemplation
   Accepted Answers:
   
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   
   8. What, according to Edmund Burke in Reflections on the Revolution in France, will be the outcome of a revolution in England?
   - Materialism
   - Liberty
   - Development
   - Anxiety
   Accepted Answers:
   
   No, the answer is incorrect.